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When looking aboard modern day yachts –
showcases of high technology that they often are

– you’ll be hard pressed to find one sailing the seas that
doesn’t sport at least one flat panel television display.
Due to greater space savings and excellent image
quality, they have been a staple of yacht design since
their emergence on the market. If you have visited a
consumer electronics shop in the last year or two, you
will have noticed that competition has become fierce
indeed: marketing stickers loaded with jargon are
plastered everywhere and sales people are only too
eager to take advantage of the confusion. For the
uninitiated, it can be all too easy to walk out of a shop
with a screen only to install it and be disappointed that
the image quality doesn’t match your memory of it in
the store.

In our last article (TYR 89), we discussed considerations
for selecting the best screen size to fit a given area,
which could technically apply to any type of display,
including projector screens and even tubes. However,
this article will focus on training your eye to find the best
plasma or LCD flat panel technology for your needs. 
We will combine LCD and plasma technology together
when we refer to ‘flat panel displays’ and ‘flat screens’,
as one cannot in confidence simply say that either is
better, but being of the same form, we encourage direct
comparison between these competing technology
families.

The Flat Screen Showdown
Having recently conducted our own head-to-head tests
to identify the best display technology choices for our
customers, we would like to offer some of what we
have learnt. As usual, we at Bond cannot specify a
brand or model, but will do our best to arm you with 
the knowledge needed to hit the show room floor and
make your technology decision with confidence. 

Judging the quality of a moving picture can, and should
be, a relatively straightforward exercise provided one
has an understanding of what they are looking at.
Unfortunately, most of the world’s showrooms are not
equipped, and sometimes not willing, to present fair
comparisons that take into account the factors we are
about to describe. Indeed, during our comparisons,
some manufacturers were not even willing to let us 
put their displays side by side with their competition…
which speaks volumes!

Arranging reasonably scientific tests as we have done
may be difficult for the average consumer, but we have
found that just knowing how a demonstration unit has
been set up and presented can often eliminate enough
confusion to allow rational decision-making. Even if you
can’t arrange to see a range of displays side by side in

a fair ‘same source, same place’ contest, you can still
apply these guidelines to stand-alone viewing sessions
to get a comparative sense of how they rate in real
terms. So here we present a series of set-up tips that
you can use before you watch any video. How a display
is set up and configured is a critical factor in what kind
of image you will see. These tips will then be followed
by descriptions of positive and negative features to look
for when evaluating images on the screens.

Set-up Tip 1
Beware the techno-babble. In our experience, we 
feel that much geek-speak found in sales literature is
irrelevant to the actual performance of a display and
cannot replace the use of one’s eyes. The myriad
technological tricks they pack into their different
products are all designed, presumably, with the goal of
improving the viewing experience, but this means that
comparing the literature between brands and models 
in isolation isn’t always meaningful and often downright
misleading. Therefore we recommend that you rely 
on your own eyes, once trained, to make decisions.

Terms such as contrast ratio, P v I (progressive versus
interlaced), comb filters, noise reduction and so forth
can serve as informative guidelines. However (and this
may sound bold), we honestly believe that most of the
jargon can be safely ignored provided you observe the
tips in this article. That said, there remain three valuable
pieces of data in the sales literature:
• Screen size: As discussed in our last article, this
should be carefully selected for the room in which the
display is installed. An under- or over-sized display will
garner much more criticism than all but the most severe
of video quality issues.
• Resolution: True HD video today, as far as we are
concerned, is 1,920 x 1,080 (WxH) pixels. Lesser HD
formats will look great if your display has at least this
much resolution – it doesn’t work as well in the other
direction. Do note that there is much misleading
marketing out there that makes one think they’d almost
put an HD sticker on anything to turn a sale. In the early
days of the technology, the price difference with these
lesser-resolution products was noticeable, but day by
day this is eroding. Get at least full HD if you can. You
won’t be sorry, and you won’t be replacing your TV in
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Screen Your
Screen 

I S  W H A T  Y O U  S E E  R E A L L Y
W H A T  Y O U  G E T ?

For discerning purchasers of flat panels, plasma or LCD screens on board
yachts, Zeb Robin of Bond Technical Management lays out all the ammo with
which to make a choice that is both objectively and subjectively the best. For
a recent client, Bond brought in the top screen manufacturers and did a
head-to-head comparison. From the results of such, Zeb passes on an
unprecedented number of technical tips for that all-essential buy. 
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the near future, save for the usual wear and tear (which
the current generation of products withstands quite
well.) In addition, watch out for the deceptive ‘HD
ready’ stickers. In our experience this means almost
nothing and only suggests that the display will accept
an HD signal even if the in-built pixel resolution is so low
that it will throw away much of the video information.
• Inputs: Obviously one must make sure that the
display has the appropriate inputs for the signals they
wish to supply to it  and this information is detailed best
in the product literature. See tip 2 below for more
information.

You may have noticed that ‘Progressive versus
Interlaced’ didn’t make it onto the main list. In our tests,
although a very slight improvement could be seen in the
progressive competition, the best displays presented
interlaced content so well that we decided it wasn’t
enough bang for the buck.

Set-up Tip 2
It’s all in the source. Understanding what source signal
one is viewing in a demonstration is critical to being
able to understand what is going on. Peek behind to
see what cables are in use. The four main video cabling
standards can all drastically alter the way even the
same source appears on a screen. From lowest quality
to highest these are:
• Composite 1-wire analogue video: the plain old stuff
we’ve had in our homes since the dawn of the VCR.
• S-video (separate video): a limbo analogue signal
somewhere between composite and component. We
do not recommend usage.
• Component 3-wire RGB (red, green, blue) analogue
video: previously confined to broadcast television
systems, this standard now has a firm footing in many
homes around the world. It performs substantially 
better than composite because uncompressed colour
information is retained. (Composite employs clever but
‘lossy’ [term describing processing
which discards data] tricks to deliver
colour video on one wire.) Both
standard definition and high definition
are commonly found in the RGB format,
so watch closely. Standard RGB can
look fantastic – but HD-RGB is a
remarkable improvement which can
often compete directly with HDMI for
quality.
• HDMI (high-definition multi-media
interface): this is a relatively new
standard for consumer media. It is
capable of delivering absolutely
stunning high-definition video to a
display; however, it is notable for its
funny looking plug and the inclusion of

copy protection built into the transport signal.
Furthermore, unlike the composite and component
signals which utilise simple coaxial cables, HDMI cable
is fairly exotic and has more severe length limitations.

Pay attention to which signal type is being used to
ensure that you are making ‘apples to apples’
comparisons. If, for instance, you are viewing a poor-
quality analogue video source such as a local off-air
station, then even on the best of displays you may
mistake problems in the signal for problems in the
hardware. If you understand the signal, you can
subtract this factor from your evaluation. Conversely, 
a poor display that is incapable of correctly processing
standard definition video (and there are a lot of these!)
can be ‘prettied up’ by the dealer if they supply a very
high quality signal in native resolution from an HD video
source (see below).

Set-up Tip 3
Use old-school video. The strange fact is that almost
any display on the market will look quite good if you
feed it what is called a native resolution signal. This
means that the signal going into the display (usually a
flavour of HD) is exactly the same resolution as the
actual pixel elements in the screen. When these things
match, the display then does not have to do as much
processing to represent the image – and therefore you
simply will never discover if the unit processes other
signals poorly. Since even the worst HD display on the
market – at native resolution – is so much better than
the old televisions we grew up with, they will almost
always impress. But is this good enough? We say no.
The best way to see this for yourself is to test even the
fanciest of HD displays with an old-fashioned analogue
video. You may be shocked at how badly many
displays handle this – we certainly were! The image
defects are often so strong; it doesn’t take a well-
trained eye to see them. 
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and high definition) that
you bring with you. So
bring along some discs
containing a variety of
material that you are
familiar with to try to
‘break’ the displays that
you are evaluating. Select
this material in a way so
as to be as unkind to the
display as possible. This
benefits you in two ways: 
1) The material will become familiar to you, helping 
you to spot subtle quality differences better; and
2) You can cherry-pick scenes from several of your
personal DVDs that tax a display to its limits. Good
dealers understand this and put up challenging
material that is appreciated. However, many do the
opposite by presenting video that favours the display.
Talking heads and indoor scenes look fine on most
displays (with the exception of the dramatic analogue
video problems noted earlier where, on some displays,
everything looks awful.) We don’t feel there is much
point in doing display demonstrations with ‘easy’
video. Below, in the BYOV (Bring Your Own Video)
tips, we suggest different types of content to help
isolate deficiencies.

Set-up Tip 5
Calibration. If you do
manage to find a venue to
conduct your own head-
to-head tests, be sure to
ask that the colour be
calibrated beforehand. If
this step is skipped, direct
colour richness, contrast
and tone comparisons will
be difficult to accomplish

in a fair fashion. In our tests, good calibrations were
performed which allowed us to identify some interesting
and subtle differences in colour portrayal.

The good points to look out for
So that’s the set-up factors established. Now you have
had a good probe around the wires and interrogated
the dealers, we move on to what you need to look out
for in the actual picture quality – both good and bad. 
As mentioned, bring a few DVDs to the demonstrations.
Almost any well-made standard definition DVD will allow
you to evaluate the positive features below. Select
something familiar and view it repeatedly to gain a fair
sense of performance across products. You can also
use HD discs; however, as we mentioned, most
displays will please most viewers via HD sources.

The best displays on the market today

can handle almost any signal elegantly

without the use of external video

processors. The worst on the market

create remarkably obnoxious visual

defects under certain circumstances.. 

It is our belief that a display should gracefully represent
all signals, due to the following facts:
• On yachts, we are often faced with a wide variety of
signals. The satellite receiver that you use in Caribbean
waters, for instance, may not support the same type of
video output as the one you must use in the Med. Be
prepared for diversity.
• Portable digital media players are on the rise, but they
often only support standard one-wire video outputs.
• Our shelves are full of normal DVDs, and we still enjoy
them. It is true that up-scaling DVD players are entering
the market (these are players that internally create an
HD output from a normal DVD to bypass the displays
processors), but we feel in most applications a good
display with good internal processing can make this
moot. Furthermore, some of the players we’ve seen
with this feature use such poor processors that, in
effect, you have a new box but the same old problem.
• Rumour has it that some people still enjoy the
occasional VHS tape!
Why buy a display that makes analogue video look
worse than your old tube TV?

One small aside: to avoid many letters to the editor, we
must mention video up-scalers. One can assist a
display by purchasing an expensive external video
scaling processor to create an up-scaled ‘native

resolution’ signal. Indeed, if you want the absolute best
rendition of analogue video sources (as many, but not
all, of our customers demand) then a top model up-
scaler is still needed. However, in our head-to-head
comparisons, the in-built processors in the top flat
panel displays indeed give the top scalers a run for 
their money. 

Yes, the dedicated top level scalers are still better, but 
in a world of compromise we believe that the best
displays on the market can give excellent performance
now as stand-alone devices. Therefore don’t get stuck
with a display that forces you to use external scalers.
You can always add a scaler for a quality boost, but
your system will be much more versatile if you can also
enjoy normal video straight into the display locally.

Set-up Tip 4
What’s on TV? As above, one should always remain
aware of the kind of content being presented on the
display. Due to rather involved technical reasons related
to compression algorithms, colour space size and bus
bandwidth limitations, not all material will look equally
good – even if delivered via the exact same video player
and cable combination. 

The best dealers will gladly play any DVDs (standard
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1) Compression/rendering artefacts: To identify this
type of problem one must be aware of how complex
any given segment of video is. Generally speaking,
fixed camera footage of talking people is considered
’easy video’. If you look very closely you can see that
over time, individual pixels do not change colour and
thus do not heavily tax the processing electronics. By
contrast, a scene showing someone swimming in
rippling sun-dappled tropical waters – where every
pixel’s colour must change in every video frame – is
considered to be a fairly extreme test. Indeed material
like this will often even show the flaws that are inherent
in the DVD standard itself. Be careful not to attribute
these in-built flaws to the displays. Compression loss is
part of a compromise made when the DVD standard
was established years ago. While compression is still
present in Blue Ray and HD-DVD content, the
dramatically increased amount of information makes
these flaws less noticeable and thus less significant.

The best displays on the market have robust internal
signal processing and thus do not significantly
contribute further negative artefacts to the image. 

2) Motion artefacts: During fast action sequences
and sports matches, one can often identify artefacts
caused when adjacent frames of video are digitalised
and processed together. Horizontal ripping, motion
blurring and motion stuttering are common results,
often rendering fast action confusing or unsettling.
The underlying reason for this flaw is the same as 
the water scenes above, namely compression loss.
High motion means high bandwidth and more

compression, but the aspect
of processing that is being
tested here has to do with
how smoothly the frames are
calculated and presented –
very hard, if not impossible,
to see during scenes with
little motion. Motion problems
to look out for are as follows:
• Horizontal rips: For a brief
moment these are visible
when it looks like two
different video frames occupy
the top and bottom halves of
the screen. A brief but sharp
horizontal boundary can
sometimes be seen in the
middle somewhere. Slow
computers playing DVDs
often exhibit this same
problem.
• Motion blurring: Although
this is a natural (and even
pleasing) occurrence when
filming, blurring can
sometimes be exaggerated
or mixed with compression
artefacts and thus degrade
the experience. 
• Motion stuttering and
flicker: The causes and
solutions are complex and
not worth discussing here,

BYOV tip: Find a scene in a standard DVD with high
quality and richly dynamic rippling water that fills the
entire field of view. To get a feel for the flaws that are in
the DVD, watch it on a good quality computer and press
pause frequently. When the video is moving it’s hard to
see, but when paused you should be able to spot the
square pixilation caused by the amount of information in
the video exceeding what the compression could handle
when the DVD was created. Press play again, and your
eye will become trained to spot these artefacts even
when not paused. Again, a good display should not
exacerbate these in-built limitations.

Keep those eyes peeled for the following ‘Holy Trinity’:
1) Blackness
You’ll need relatively low ambient light levels to
evaluate this, but a lot of justified discussion is given
to the importance of black levels with displays. This 
is often represented in the technical literature as
‘contrast ratio’, meaning the difference in brightness
between a black pixel and a white one. No display
can represent black as a true and total absence of
light, but generally speaking, the higher the contrast
ratio is, the darker the black will feel to the observer.
This is very important for creating an impressive, more
realistic and less fatiguing movie watching experience.
Often a display will make a compromise between 
the level of detail it can offer in dark images, and the
sheer depth of blackness. Here, as ever, trust your
eyes not the sales pitch as to which display suits 
you best.

Put up a ‘black’ screen and consider if it is actually just
a dark grey. Then view some material and decide if you
are satisfied that the dark portions of the image are
realistic. You may find as we do that poorly represented
black tones become fatiguing over time. This is very
important if you enjoy watching your movies in a dark
room where good blacks can create a soothing
environment.

2) Colour 
All screens have a default colour setting, but do play
around with the controls to see how much this can be
altered. Colour temperature gives a warmer picture
(orange/yellow) or colder (blue). Other colour
adjustments can be made. A good test of realistic
colour representation is the skin tones on human faces
– how realistic are these? A good display can generate
lovely and smooth skin tones. A lesser quality will show
the skin tones as patchy.

When it comes to installation, it is worth mentioning
again that calibration of the display is important. We are
careful to calibrate the displays on board so that there
is less of a difference when observing the same image
in multiple locations on the yacht. Between brands and
models, most displays have enough adjustment range
to allow you to get them quite close to each other.
Since the ‘out-of-the-box’ colour settings between
models are quite highly variable, we view this as an
important step towards creating a yacht quality
experience. Be aware that some models do not allow
for colour temperature adjustment.

3) Sharpness
This is mainly a concern when non-HD video is being
processed by the display as a great deal of computing
is employed to digitalise and then ‘expand’ the low-
resolution video onto a high-resolution screen. Beyond
the sharpness defined by blackness and contrast, each
display’s in-built processors will interpret the edges of
colour boundaries in a different way. Too soft, and detail
will be lost. Too sharp, and the image may grate visually
or have jagged edges or rough textures. 

Although this is often a case of personal taste, try
looking at as wide a variety of screens as possible to
get a sense of how the different display processors
handle this up-scaling problem. Well implemented
processing should have detail sharpness that is as true
as possible to the original material when viewed on a
good laptop or standard definition television. Sadly 
this isn’t always the case and we believe that you will
discover notable differences as you survey the field.

Four Problems to Avoid
After the above basics are established, you will need to
find the inferior displays by coaxing image artefacts and
defects out of them. The best displays on the market
today can handle almost any signal elegantly without
the use of external video processors. The worst on the
market create remarkably obnoxious visual defects
under certain circumstances. Many of the flaws

described below are quite
hard to identify if you are
watching HD content in a
non-adjacent comparison –
the differences are still there,
but more subtle. Therefore,
use that old fashioned
analogue video from a normal
DVD as described in Tip 4
above to find the gremlins. 
In our experience, if a display
handles normal video better, 
it usually also handles the 
HD better.

BYOV tip: Pause virtually any movie right before it
starts for a nice black screen. If you can read a
newspaper by the emitted light, then it isn’t very black.



but regardless of reason,
you can see stuttering
and flickering when, for
example, what should 
be a smooth and fast
camera pan ends up
revealing momentary
jerky glitches or sudden
bursts of compression de-rezing (loss of resolution).
• Everything else: We’ve observed other curious and
disturbing effects which we honestly don’t have
names for. We believe that they are unique to special
proprietary processing methods used by some
manufacturers and include the ‘patchy pan’ (whereby
during slow turning camera shots, random patches of
the image lurch by at unequal speeds) and the ‘dirty
screen’ effect (whereby a fixed artefact mesh, like a
screen door in a house, is fixed over all the video).
Both of these are remarkably disturbing and obviously
avoidable once you become aware of them.

3) Colour banding: Sometimes when a display tries
to represent a smoothly graduated background (such
as a wide blue sky) it will cut corners on how hard the
processor must work by reducing the number of
colours it bothers to represent. This will become
evident if you detect thin subtle boundaries between
two slightly different colour tones within what should
be a perfectly smooth field of colour. As always, this
is mostly an issue with analogue  sources, and
pausing the video frequently will help find the
banding. We have also observed banding on HD
content, however when the video is in motion it is
very hard for the human eye to notice - and thus a
common way for the equipment designers to cut
corners.

4) Aliased edges: This is when you see an angled
line or edge in the video that exhibits little jagged

‘stair steps’, thus
detracting from the
experience. When low-
resolution video is put 
up on a high-resolution
display, even the best 
of processors can not
eliminate this entirely, but

some do dramatically better than others. The worst
we’ve observed make these high-contrast edges
stand out so much that one can scarcely pay
attention to the show. It’s a sensation akin to using 
a computer in 1982.

In Conclusion…
We can say from experience and without question
that there are some fantastic, and not so fantastic,
flat panel displays on the market. They are often
sitting side by side on the showroom floors and are
even priced surprisingly similarly! It is our hope that,
with the tips above and a little patient observation,
you can isolate the best products and supply your
yacht with the top value television displays that she
deserves.-
Zeb Robin
Bond Technical Management

To comment on this article, email issue92@synfo.com
with subject: Screen Your Screen

Watch out for Bond’s next article on how the
signals supplied to your displays make all the
difference to the viewing experience and how they
can be best distributed throughout your yacht, as
the size of the vessel can play a major role.

BYOV tip: Avoid ‘real’ film for this one as the grain
pattern is random and thus can break up the banding
to make it harder to find. Instead use any of the recent
digital children’s animations – these are fantastically
useful in helping to find banding as they contain
perfect but smoothly gradient digital skies and no film
grain.

We have also observed banding on HD

content when the video is in motion –

it’s very hard for the human eye to see

and thus a good way for the equipment

designers to cut corners.

BYOV tip: Action sequences and car chases that
aren’t too chaotic offer good high-motion camera
techniques to help find these flaws. Don’t go over
the top – if the material is too crazy and disorienting,
you won’t be able to distinguish between a video
flaw and the hubcap of an exploding car. Look for
smooth but fast camera movement with moderate
subject activity that you can remember for how it’s
‘supposed’ to look.

BYOV tip 1: Avoid mainstream movies as the film
grain softens this phenomenon. Bring a DVD of a
video recording of a live music performance, for
example, with strong lighting on the musicians and 
a dark background. The guitar strings should look
smooth and not ‘Pac man’.

BYOV tip 2: Aliased edge problems can combine
with scrolling motion problems and even render
some noticeable defects in content that would
otherwise seem ’easy’. A recent action movie with 
a lovely computer animated introduction sequence
illustrated this to us during our head-to-head tests.
It wasn’t complex or particularly high motion, but
some of the hard aliased edges combined with slow
crawling pans drove the scaling processors crazy,
causing the entire image to sometimes shimmy and
shake. The better processors, while still having
trouble, used less offensive strategies to work
through it.
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